Many executives spend more time outside their offices than in them. When they do touch down for focused work, they want to feel like they’ve reached home base. An office for the way they work. Confidential files stored securely, coffee mug in its rightful place.

Offices may be getting smaller, but they can’t be less functional. Approach provides a portfolio of modular options that inspires you to rethink how the private office can be designed to address today’s needs, change over time, and even serve more than one purpose.

**Approach™**

A new way to optimize the private office.
Approach complements Allsteel’s open-plan solutions for a cohesive aesthetic throughout the space.

Adaptability

Two planning dimensions – 18” and 24” deep storage – allow you to design Approach to fit the space. Unique configurability options, like the ability to expand a simple “L” setup or change an “L” to a “U” setup, make it easy to efficiently use a single set of components throughout the workspace.

Functional Design

Sit-to-stand worksurfaces enable users to vary their posture throughout the day, while promoting wellness in the workplace. Height-adjustable legs are concealed within a shroud or pedestal storage. Smart storage, like a side-access tower, credenzas in multiple configurations at two heights, stack-ons and wall-mounted overheads with marker board fronts, and a slim pedestal, provide options for any storage need.

Clean Wire and Cable Management

Wires run and plug in behind worksurfaces and out of the way in an integrated trough designed into storage units, eliminating the need for worksurface grommets. A removable access panel cleanly hides cords plugging into the wall beneath the worksurface.

Aesthetic Choices

Approach offers a to-the-floor base or a lighter-scale footed design. Choose from eight solid and woodgrain laminate colors, numerous fabrics for tackboards and pedestal seat cushions, and three storage pull styles. Approach offers a mix of materials to support the design vision.